Weisberger sum rule2 is the result that the nucleon cannot be properly described as a member of the & representation of SU(~) [and SU(~) ,I
and that its positive helicity state is not purely in the (6,2) representation of U(3) @U (3) .
In this paper we show that the Adler-Weisberger sum rule is approxi-1+ mately saturated by a set of states consisting of the 2 -octet, the + 2 -decuplet and an additional multiplet of negative parity baryon resonances. Using this assumption we are able to calculate the correct values of three experimentally measurable quantities: GA -the axialvector coupling constant in B-decay; G* -the strength of the axialvector transition between the nucleon and the first resonance N*(12%), and the 4 ratio for the axial-vector current of the baryon octet. (3) where A is the helicity. In fact, the same values for GA and G* are obtained even if we consider only the system of non-strange baryonic states and the chiral (isospin) U(2)@U (2) 
The wrong 
we obtain:
If we then define a mixing angle for the baryon octet, such that:
we obtain: ga =-$ cos 2e (6) and Furthermore, since the (2,2> contains no SU (3) 
